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Author’s response to reviews:

Editorial requests:

1. Please can you add all author email addresses to the title page. It has been made.

2. In the Methods section of your manuscript, please can you clarify if the informed patient consent you obtained was written or verbal. We specified that the informed patient consent was verbal (page 6, line 2).

3. In the methods section of your manuscript, please can you clarify if the tumour samples were taken from patients that were being treated at the University Hospital of Messina. We specified that tumour samples were taken from patients of the University Hospital of Messina (page 5, line 23).

4. In Authors’ contributions, please can you distinguish between the two authors that share the initials MV. It has been made, indicating Mario Venza with MVE and Maria Visalli with MVi (page 15, line 12).

5. If possible, please can you improve the resolution of figure 3 as the text is hard to read currently. It has been made.

6. Please can you add an Availability of supporting data section to your manuscript using the guidelines below. It has been made(page 15, lines 21-23).